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diagnosis
Darlaston began as a small medieval farming 
settlement and grew throughout the industrial 
revolution to become a prosperous Victorian 
metalworking Black country town specialising, 
eventually, in the manufacture of nuts and bolts 
which were exported all over the world. it was 
during this time of sudden growth in population 
and industrial wealth that the ‘Victorian town’ of 
Darlaston, that we see today, was established. By 
the 1950s and ‘60s Darlaston was regarded as the 
industrial engine of the country. 

since those times the areas manufacturing and 
engineering base has significantly contracted 
in part due to global competition.  the current 
challenging business and enterprise environment 
pre-date the onset of the current recession 
and are illustrated by the significant decline in 
employment (900 persons from 2003-2007).  the 
large increases in financial and public service 
employment experienced by the Uk economy as 
a whole have almost entirely bypassed Darlaston.

over time a hollowing out has occurred of the 
town which has seen the transition from a self-
sufficient closely connected and inter-related 
series of residential areas, factories, workshops 
and town centre to a fragmented area with a 
contracted economic role and function.  this 
has been accompanied by out migration and the 
shrinking of the town centre. 

the legacy of the past has left a workforce 
struggling to adapt to the changing economy and 
employment opportunities.

to an extent the infrastructure of the town remains 
but is inhabited by more of a neighbourhood, ‘a 
neighbourhood living in a town’s body’ as one 
consultation participant as put it. this poses the 
question of do you refit the neighbourhood to 
fill the town’s body? ( i.e. by sustainable growth) 
or do you encourage the town to downsize to a 
neighbourhood or series of neighbourhoods?.  
the answer is probably somewhere inbetween…..

the further assessment of the most sustainable 
strategy for Darlaston raises important questions 
in terms of the relationship of Darlaston with the 
wider region for jobs and services and in terms of 
future growth, stability and contraction in terms 
of the role of the town centre, housing areas, 
employment land, public transport and social 
infrastructure. 
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darLaston’s peopLe
Population contraction has followed the decline in 

employment as people move towards areas perceived as 

offering greater economic opportunity.  the population of 

Darlaston south has contracted by 3.5% in the six years to 

2007. overall the population of the two wards has shrunk by 

630 persons in just 6 years from 2007. this de-population is 

particularly pronounced in the working age population leaving 

an increasing proportion of retired people.

the increase in economic activity shown by the working 

age population across walsall as a whole is not mirrored in 

Darlaston. economic inactivity rates are higher in Darlaston 

south than Bentley and Darlaston north. Particularly high 

claimant rates are in Fallings Heath and rough Hay west 

which also has the highest incapacity benefit rate, double 

the regional and national rates. the latest figures report a 

significant increase in JsA claimants in walsall over the last 

year of a 3.38% increase, ranked the 5th largest increase in 

Britain.  this reveals the vulnerability of the Darlaston area to 

current recessionary pressures.

Another trend is high economic inactivity in the working 

age ethnic population with evidence that the reduction 

in employment opportunities in walsall is being 

disproportionately shared by the areas ethnic population.

there has been a substantial shift in the walsall borough’s 

employment base make up over recent years which have 

seen an increase in the professional groups and in personal 

service occupations and a decline in administrative and 

secretarial occupations. 

However lower skilled occupations are over-represented in 

the Darlaston area.  elementary occupations are 50% higher 

than national averages. more noticeable is the expansion 

of Process, Plant & machine operatives which are over 

double the national average and 30% higher than walsall 

for this particular occupational group.  there is an under-

representation of high-value occupations (professional, 

technical, managers etc).

A greater level of out-commuting has been witnessed from 

walsall to other districts which indicate greater income 

prospects which are worth the travel to work.  there is 

no evidence of this in Darlaston where the labour market 

shows significant self containment. this is in part due to 

poor transport links to employment opportunities (e.g. 

Birmingham) as well as the cost of commuting in comparison 

to the income likely to be achieved (in low pay work).

there has been a transition at the walsall level to significantly 

higher resident-based earnings than work-based earnings 

which indicates a greater outflow of commuters to higher 

value jobs outside of the walsall district.

skills are a key driver of productivity with qualifications 

and economic activity contributing to the demands and 

capabilities of the workforce. in Darlaston the evidence is 

that the resident population is relatively poorly placed to be 

able to respond to the challenges of the worsening economic 

climate by possessing lower levels of skills and qualifications 

than the borough and wider sub-regional economy. 

 

local residents are therefore more likely to be employed in 

industries that are more vulnerable to low cost competition 

and are more likely to fill lower skill/value positions within 

these businesses. this is a worrying trend in terms of the 

vulnerability of the areas ethnic population and the projected 

population increase over the nest decade.

in terms of new entrants to the workforce in Darlaston, 

indicators of local educational performance identify the 

worrying tendency for attendees at school to lag behind their 

peers in most other parts of the borough.  the proportion of 

people gaining no qualifications at 2001 was approaching 

45-47%. Qualification attainment was lowest in 1997 at 16% 

attainment of 5 gcse A*-c, while this has improved to 28% 

in 2008 it still lags behind all other walsall wards by 50%.

whilst a clustering of deprivation is found at the local level 

in Darlaston the degree of deprivation is highly variable. 

education, skills and training is a key contributory factor 

to deprivation across the board. the most deprived area is 

round Hay west and Failings Heath (falling within the 5% 

most deprived areas in england).

there is a need for investment and resources to encourage 

the re-skilling of the local working age population and to 

ensure that Darlastons school leavers are as equipped as 

possible to take advantage of post-compulsory education 

and training and the world of work.
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the Black country context

walsall context
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darLaston’s economy
Darlaston is located on what was known as the south 

staffordshire coalfield and became industrialized during the 

nineteenth century as a location for coal mining, nut and bolt 

and gun lock manufacturing. in the 1950s and ‘60s Darlaston 

was regarded as the industrial engine of the country. the 

town’s industrial strengths in engineering and manufacturing 

have been vulnerable to global pressures starting in the 

1980s.

 

the west midlands regional observatory has recently 

produced a report (may 2009) that highlights those areas 

that are most vulnerable to the impacts from the current 

recession, both the wards that constitute Darlaston have 

been identified as being among the 20% most vulnerable 

wards in the west midlands region. 

 

From 2003-2007 the overall employment base for Darlaston 

declined by 11%, representing a loss of some 900 

employees. in manufacturing there was a decline of 36% 

over the same period. the other sector to experience decline 

was financial services with a loss of around 200 employees 

which is significant as the sector was already poorly 

represented in Darlaston.

the only sector that experienced an increase in its 

employment base over this period was distribution which 

grew by 400 jobs (increase of 24%). more recently in 2007 

the four major employment sectors in Darlaston are:

Distribution, hotels and restaurants (c. 33% of total 

employment)

manufacturing (c. 28& of total employment)

Public administration, education and health (c. 14% of 

total employment).

the relative under-representation of both financial and public 

services is probably the most significant reason why overall 

employment has fallen, as job losses in manufacturing have 

not been compensated by service sector employment.

the only sector that is growing is distribution and that sector 

is increasingly becoming mature.  there is no emerging 

sector that is growing that could become a specialist theme 

for the Darlaston economy. there are some sub sectors 

of manufacturing that have coped with the overall de-

industrialisation trend.  these are businesses operating in 

advanced, specialist, knowledge intensive sectors such as 

medical instruments.

■

■
■
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the level of VAt registrations and de-registrations serves as 

a good proxy of entrepreneurial activity.  At the walsall level 

the number of registrations has declined between 2003-2007 

by -10%.

the long term prosperity of Darlaston will be dependent on 

the ability of the area to attract, retain and grow its business 

and employment base, and to find new forms of economic 

activity to replace jobs that have been – and will continue to 

be – lost in declining sectors. it must do what it can to retain 

the remnants of its manufacturing business and employment 

base, particularly in high-knowledge, high-value sectors or 

that are in sectors that for other reasons are less prone to 

competition from low-cost locations.

the main challenges are to attract new businesses to 

the area and to harness the area’s latent entrepreneurial 

potential. there should be particular emphasis on 

attracting existing businesses and encouraging new start 

businesses in sectors that have above-average longer 

term growth prospects. such sectors might include 

advanced manufacturing, environmental technologies and 

environmental services. 
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darLaston’s housing
the Darlaston housing market is highly self- contained, 

especially in Darlaston south ward. However, a definable 

wider market catchment exists that extends to include 

willenhall south and wednesbury north, and this has been 

used as a wider local benchmark area to compare market 

statistics with the Darlaston study Area. 

overall, the workplace and household migration statistics 

reveal, 

the highly self contained nature of the Darlaston 

residential market, especially Darlaston south 

where there is interchange with neighbouring wards, the 

relationship is one of households moving out to more 

popular neighbouring wards; from Darlaston south to 

wednesbury north and Bilston east; and to a lesser 

extent from Darlaston north to willenhall south 

the population loss trend is especially notable for 

Darlaston north, for despite being an important provider 

of jobs for households in wednesbury north, it is a net 

loser of households to wednesbury north 

such trends would suggest a deficit of aspirational housing 

product in Darlaston, as does a relative under representation 

of the key 35-49 age group, which is a key “trading up” age 

group. 

Analysis of the structure of the housing market in Darlaston, 

in comparison with the benchmark areas, reveals a 

comparative lack of housing choice, including a smaller pool 

of owner occupied housing, and within that pool, less larger 

and detached accommodation. 

the relative lack of housing choice is not just a concern 

relating to aspirational housing. there is a relatively high level 

of overcrowding in the owner occupied sector in Darlaston, 

which may be linked to the unaffordability of larger housing. 

there is clearly a comparative lack of housing choice in 

Darlaston. Darlaston needs larger accommodation, not only 

to provide a product to retain aspirational buyers, but also 

an affordable product to address the very high levels of 

overcrowding in the owner occupied sector, where household 

mobility may be affected by affordability constraints  

■

■

■

the highly local base of the Darlaston housing market, and 

the relatively low income of that market, has left it particularly 

exposed to the effects of a housing market downturn fuelled 

by a collapse in the availability of cheap (i.e. based on 

income multipliers in excess of 4) mortgage finance and the 

most severe recession the west midlands has faced in nearly 

thirty years. 

However, core local base is loyal, and an analysis of the 

social housing market suggests a general satisfaction 

with living in the town, with voids and turnover for houses 

generally low, though somewhat higher for apartments, which 

is to be expected. 

overall, the supply of housing land in walsall could be 

considered healthy. walsall council has calculated that, 

based on the build rate for the past 10 years, walsall’s 

current commitments will give a housing land supply of 

between 14.1 and 19.9 years. walsall’s housing land supply 

is significantly in excess of the 5 year requirements detailed 

in PPs3. 

with regard to Darlaston and the surrounding residential 

catchment area, most of the top 10 largest developments 

in neighbouring wednesbury north have been within half 

a mile of the southernmost extent of residential Darlaston. 

this is clearly a popular area with developers, and it may 

be recalled that the emerging Joint core strategy suggests 

neighbouring kings Hill, wednesbury may accommodate 490 

new build dwellings in the future, alongside the proposal for 

1,095 dwellings in the woods Bank/Darlaston road area of 

Darlaston. 
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Planning Policy Plan

Darlaston town centre Boundary (UDP)

local centre (UDP, Jcs)

core employment land Allocations (UDP JP5)

High Quality employment land (Jcs only)

local employment to be retained (Jcs)

Highway improvement (Jcs)

Legend

Protected retail Frontage (UDP)

open space improvements (Jcs)

residential led regeneration (Jcs)

Development opportunity sites (UDP DAg)

Housing options (Jcs) -

 1. 1095 Units

 2. 490 Units
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overall, the Darlaston market catchment area pipeline supply 

is significant, as it represents 21 years supply based on the 

average annual completion rate for the catchment Area 

over the past 5 years. Also, one must consider planned 

large scale strategic housing development just outside 

the defined market catchment (such as the 874 dwellings 

planned at Bilston Urban Village, and the 3000 new homes 

proposed north of willenhall town centre), as they will have 

an undeniable material effect on the Darlaston market due 

to their size. this significant volume of housing supply must 

be taken into consideration when constructing development 

options for the Darlaston regeneration Framework. 

this volume of future housing supply aside, the evidence 

of this residential and commercial markets baseline study 

suggests that a controlled measure of new housing will be 

crucial in Darlaston in order to address the need for a greater 

selection of larger, family, housing options in both owner 

occupied and affordable tenures. 

the new housing will also have an important role in 

enhancing the urban fabric of Darlaston, in a manner such 

that the new housing not only satisfies local housing need 

and contributes to regional housing delivery targets, but 

also enhances the function of the town, and townscape and 

neighbourhood offer of Darlaston,, through exploiting local 

environmental attributes, and contributing to the regeneration 

of key sites. the role of the framework may be less about 

regeneration led by a quantum of housing, and more about 

the targeted use of housing as a regeneration tool. 

we would suggest that the nature of housing development 

earlier in the decade may not have always met this objective, 

with a notable concentration of apartments and townhouses, 

and under representation of larger homes. this may partly 

reflect the “infill” nature of much of the development of this 

period, on former employment sites, tending towards small 

developments (average around 33 units) built to a high 

density (around 62 dph). 

the most recent developments (those on site), are on larger 

sites, designed to a lower density, and hence being able to 

offer a wider choice of housing more akin to local needs, 

which is encouraging. the point about large sites is a 

pertinent one the options proposed through this regeneration 

framework should consider the appropriate deployment 

of site assembly tools, where there is evidence that such 

intervention is feasible and desirable, and that it might secure 

the critical mass and site frontage required to ensure a land 

use mix (and within that mix, an appropriate mix of residential 

dwelling sizes and tenures as applicable) that is best possible 

for the town of Darlaston. 
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Pipeline Development Plan

Built out sites

1. willenhall st/Bird Brook close

2. Dorsett road/wheelwright close

3. spirit mews/cobden street

4. monarch court/cobden street

5. the Avenue/Hall street

6. walsall road/Avenue road

Legend
developments currently on the market

7. ‘the keep’, stafford st. (Persimmon)

8. ‘satchwell grange’ (Bloor Homes)

significant planning permissions

9a. AP(Vk) site (304 units)

9b. moxley tip - recycling and Housing

10. Alma street / school st (22 units)

11. central Point, willenhall road 

(warehouse+offices)

12. servis site

significant planning applications

13. trw Automotive site (marcity)

richards street (262 units) - reFUseD 

planning proposals

14. Darlaston Academy

15. Darlaston multi-Purpose centre

16. king’s Hill Park

17. AsDA (mezzanine and Deck carpark)
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darLaston as a pLace
overall the townscape of Darlaston is characterized by 

its lack of coherent urban form. many different types of 

buildings and layouts exist cheek by jowl (such as cul-de-

sacs, industrial sheds, vacant land, garden suburbs and more 

modern layouts) and are largely disconnected and in places 

inward looking.  the cumulative effect of this is to create 

quite a discordant and fragmented character which is difficult 

to understand and enjoy. main routes (which act as the front 

covers to the neighbourhoods and town centre) through the 

town to the centre are of a poor quality as are the gateways, 

none of which create a memorable or impressive image of 

the town.

A high quality townscape is largely confined to the town’s 

conservation area based around the north of the town centre 

and Victoria Park. most of these buildings are Victorian and 

display a great variety of architectural styles. some of these 

qualities have been eroded by more modern interventions 

into the urban fabric. other buildings of historic/architectural 

interest are pepperpotted throughout the area.  such 

buildings mainly comprise schools, religious buildings, public 

houses and former offices and workshops. it is important 

these buildings are protected into the future to maintain 

Darlaston’s collective sense of identity and pride.

Apart from the areas parks outlined below much of the open 

space in Darlaston seems to lack much of a function and is of 

a poor quality. there are many areas of incidental open space 

which does not particularly contribute to the townscape of 

the area at present.  some of these areas do not work as they 

are poorly enclosed and overlooked.

 

walsall’s open space Assessment (2006) found that 

Darlaston has the lowest overall quality of green space 

across walsall. it does better for public access and the 

overall quantity of green space but this is still less than the 

borough average. green space is scattered throughout the 

area with a lack of connections and continuity.

the largest and most significant green space is george rose 

Park this was assessed by the audit as being low quality/high 

value.  the proposal to develop the Darlaston Academy will 

mean a loss of recreational space. there is a commitment 

to mitigate this loss by reinvestment in the remainder of the 

space.

Victoria Park was assessed as being High Quality/High Value. 

this park in the centre of town has enjoyed investment over 

the last few years. there is now much scope to improve 

access and landscaping along the former rail corridor to the 

walsall canal.

kings Hill Park assessed as High Quality/low Value is a 

continued focus for investment through section 106 monies.  

whilst the recreational areas of kings Hill are used by many 

groups and individuals, there is a common view that the 

park is much hidden from public view with poorly defined 

gateways and signage. this secluded nature has become 

overly dominant, making visitors feeling somewhat isolated 

and insecure.  landscaping measures should address this 

issue and open the space up to the wider neighbourhood.

the former gkn recreation ground on Hall street has superb 

recreational facilities, including fenced all weather pitches 

and floodlighting.  Unfortunately it remains almost dormant 

due to the lack of resouces ont the part of its managers, 

Darlaston community Assocaition. this is a significantly 

under-utilised resource which given the lack of youth facilities 

in the area needs to be addressed as a priority.

existing Figure ground Plan
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open spaces Plan

Parks and gardens

natural and semi-natural green space

green corridor

outdoor sports Facilities

Amenity green space

Provision for children and Young People

Legend

Allotments

cemeteries and churchyards

Derelict land

tree Preservation orders (tPos)

Protected and notable species

Problem species
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in terms of ‘social infrastructure’, community facilities are 

largely concentrated in a band from east to west across 

the study area. Apart from the town centre there are few 

discernible community clusters of facilities that form a heart 

to the surrounding neighbourhoods. Facilities seem lacking 

in the far north-west, east, and west of the area. there are no 

further or higher education facilities in Darlaston, the nearest 

being walsall college in the town centre. A lack of youth 

facilities has been flagged up in the consultation. the closure 

of the multi-purpose centre opposite the swimming baths has 

left the town without a shared focus for community activities.

town centres are barometers of the health of their wider 

hinterlands. many people choose to live in a house and 

a neighborhood based on the quality of the local centre. 

Darlaston town centre is underperforming and this has a 

negative impact on Darlaston as a whole and its future. in 

regeneration terms focusing on the town centre first can have 

a positive ripple effect on the neighbourhood as a whole. we 

believe the town centre must have an important role into the 

future as it has a significant catchment and is quite remote 

from other centres.

At present it is dominated by the AsDA store which really 

is a double edged sword in that whilst it attracts lots of 

trade into the town, the wider high street does not benefit 

from this, in part due to the poor integration of the store 

into the centre. other negative factors which contribute to 

this poor performance are the poor quality and position of 

key arrival points to the town (e.g. bus facility), low quality 

commercial units, lack of choice and mixture of shops, poor 

character and quality of public realm and environment, lack 

of integration with conservation area, Victoria Park and 

community assets on edge of the town. the centre needs to 

provide more attractions diversify its offer through housing, 

office, community and cultural uses and broaden its appeal, 

role and function.

in terms of employment areas four of Darlaston’s main 

employment areas fall within the allocation of UDP Policy 

JP5, core employment land, where the onus is on the 

protection of such sites. 

conversely, six of the employment areas fall within the 

woods Bank corridor, suggested by the emerging Joint core 

strategy as an area that could accommodate up to 1,097 

units of housing. 

notably, some of the best quality (in terms of physical fabric 

of the premises) employment premises lie within the woods 

Bank / Darlaston road corridor suggested for housing; 

the corridor also accommodates a number of high density 

employment areas and several large employers. 

on the north side of Darlaston, the best quality premises are 

found immediately north of the study area, which is home to 

some major employers (e.g. Bradken) and or companies in 

fast growing sectors (e.g. emr recycling). 

the quality of premises within the core employment land 

areas is generally only fair, though this should not belie 

their status as important employment locations, with two of 

the (the premises of ZF lemforder and caparo Fastenings 

and central trading estate), achieving densities of over 50 

employee per hectare and housing at least 400 employees.  

ZF lemforder and caparo Fastenings house the two 

largest employers in Darlaston, whilst the central trading 

estate is notable for the concentration of small businesses 

accommodated. 

south of Heath road, is notable for the low density of 

employment, due to the positioning on the majority of the 

area, of two low employment density businesses (a car 

auctioneers and a car salvage business), which offsets a 

smaller area of high density employment accommodated 

in a sub divided former works in the north west part of the 

site. these two quite different characteristics make the Area 

an important contributor to the employment land mix of 

Darlaston. within the sub divided works area in the north 

west of the Area are a notable number of small and medium 

sized businesses, whilst the car Auctioneers and the salvage 

business, which take up the majority of the Area, seem to be 

expanding businesses investing in their premises.

 

 An analysis of uses that may prejudice the future alternative 

uses of neighbouring sites reveals remarkably few points of 

potential conflict. However, notable potential conflict points 

are highlighted in proximity to the walsall canal corridor, 

where there is an area of non-core employment land, 

which could have residential potential, but which is in close 

proximity to key businesses such as emr recycling and 

Barnfather wire where there is potential for conflict due to the 

noise emissions of these two operations.

 

An analysis of land holdings suggests complex land 

ownerships in a number of possible future areas of change 

(be it to residential or employment led regeneration), though it 

is notable that the land holding pattern in the Darlaston road 

corridor seems more simple 
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Building Use Plan

Vacancy

A1 shops

A2 Financial and Professional services

A3 restaurants and cafes

A4 Drinking establishments

A5 takeaways

B1 Business

Legend

B2 general industrial

c1 Hotels

c2 residential institutions

c3 residential

D1 non residential institutions

D2 Assembly and leisure

sui generiswater
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moving in and around 
darLaston
Darlaston is surrounded by key national and regional routes 

including the m6 and Black country route. However whilst 

the area is well connected congestion on this routes has 

the effect of routing traffic through the local Darlaston road 

network. this is not to the economic benefit of Darlaston 

which takes the negative environmental impact of this traffic 

without much trade off.  However it does indicate that 

Darlaston is not in an isolated market catchment and that 

this offers a captive source of trade for its retail centre, for 

example, if the offer can be improved.

in terms of journey to work data this is very localized with 

80% of the population traveling 10km to work.  notably there 

are a low number of residents traveling to Birmingham which 

is the principal employment centre in the region.

within Darlaston 42% of households have no access to the 

car this figure is significantly higher than the national average 

of 27% and given the gaps in public transport this is an 

important issue to address in terms of social exclusion. car 

ownership is a proxy for income levels which indicates the 

levels of deprivation in the area.

in terms of bus services the key issues have been raised:

Poor evening and sunday bus service provision

lack of bus services to employment areas

Poor bus penetration to residential areas

Poor bus stop infrastructure and user real time 

information

Bus services delayed by on-street parking

opportunities to improve local bus services through a 

comprehensive review of service 

the bus station located on st lawrence way provides very 

basic facilities, has poor crossing points, is poorly connected 

and is isolated from the main centre.  the station does not 

provide a welcoming environment for its users. 

Darlaston was served by two rail stations in the past.  the 

nearest existing station which serves the Darlaston locality 

is Bescot stadium station which is over 3 km from the 

district centre.  Access to this station is poor by all modes 

of transport except the car. there is no direct bus service to 

the station and the nearest bus route is the 334 service.  this 

service involves a 19 minute walk from the bus stop to the 

station. walsall station is more accessible in terms of bus 

service provision.

■
■
■
■

■
■

A passenger service used to operate between walsall and 

wolverhampton with very limited stops.  this service ceased 

to operate in December 2008 due to low patronage. Plans 

have been proposed for the reopening of willenhall Bilston 

street station.  if passenger services are reinstated it is clear 

that wider benefits would be established with the reopening 

of willenhall station. this would benefit residents of 

Darlaston by providing better access to the rail network. the 

opening of a station at Darlaston James Bridge station could 

also potentially improve access for residents and employees 

of local industry.

in reviewing the options for improved rail links, better access 

to Birmingham by rail would improve the attractiveness 

of Darlaston as a residential location, and bring a strong 

regeneration benefit.

the current midland metro operates to the west of Darlaston.  

the 5w’s is a proposed extension to the metro network and 

would provide a direct link to Darlaston by operating in close 

proximity to the district centre.  it would link wednesbury, 

walsall, willenhall and wolverhampton. However funding 

issues mean than implementation is not likely before 2016. 

Under consideration are lower cost forms of rapid transit 

including bus rapid transit and tram trains (able to share 

existing freight lines).

there is little cycling provision in Darlaston with no clear 

dedicated cycle lanes or paths being designated, raising 

safety concerns where cyclists and vehicles share the road 

space.  there is a small quantity of cycle parking facilities 

present within the district centre but they are not well 

positioned in terms of access from the district centre. 

in terms of walking the condition of the pathways and 

pavements in the majority of Darlason are poor.  many of the 

footways do not conform to the DDA (2005) throughout the 

area.  in places the pavements are narrow and pedestrians 

cannot pass each other easily.  this also raises safety issues.  

in addition key crossing points are poorly marked or are 

inadequate for pedestrians.
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Primary roads - main traffic routes

secondary roads - connecting routes

tertiary roads - residential streets

Dead-end roads - terminating route

Pedestrianised route and rights of way 

Legendstreet Hierarchy Plan
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character Area Plan

character areas
the Darlaston strategic regeneration Area (srA) 
covers a large expanse of land, which we have 
broken down into key character areas to assist in 
the analysis and option development.

1. HeatH Road

the Heath road area is located to the north of Darlaston just 

outside the regeneration area boundary.  it comprises of the 

owen road industrial estate, keyway retail Park, Access 10 

Business Park, and large industrial units around willenhall 

road and Heath road.  the area is self enclosed with little 

other land use giving it a distinct character.  the walsall 

canal runs through the middle of the character area but the 

area surrounding has very little interaction with the waterway, 

with a large wall acting as a barrier along the canals banks.  

the area offers good transport links with the Black country 

route running through the area, as well as good access to 

the east of the area via Heath road.

2. Midland Road

the midland road character area lies between the rough 

Hay and Heath road character areas, but is isolated and 

clearly separate from both.  the self enclosed area is 

largely residential.  the northern area of the site is fairly low 

quality and suffers from some social issues, these problems 

decrease along the green toward the town centre.  there is a 

gated entrance to the residential estate along midland road 

specifically for emergency vehicles to gain access to the 

estate, representing the difficult access of the area.

3. RougH Hay

this area lies to the west of the town centre and has a 

distinct character.  it combines rough Hay east and west 

and includes rough Hay Jmi school.  the residential area 

has a high proportion of rental and social housing stock and 

there is high unemployment in the area.  the most deprived 

part is along lowe Avenue, backing on to walsall canal to 

the west of the area.
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4. town CentRe

this area comprises Darlaston District centre and the 

immediate area surrounding.  this includes mixed stock 

residential and some smaller industrial units.  the area also 

includes Victoria Park and Darlaston swimming Pool with the 

opportunity of green connections from the centre to other 

parts of Darlaston. the centre is currently dominated by the 

large AsDA store on the pedestrianised king street.

5. Station StReet

this character area comprises salisbury and kings Hill.  

this is a mixed area with industrial uses located adjacent to 

residential estates and salisbury Jmi school in the north of 

the area.  in the south of the area is kings Hill Park and kings 

Hill Jmi school.  salisbury/kings Hill is an ethnic minority 

area with varied places of workshops in close proximity, 

including churches, mosques and a Hindu mandir.  

6. geoRge RoSe PaRk

the george rose Park character area consists of the woods 

Bank residential area, Darlaston community school and 

george rose Park.  this is a more desirable housing area in 

Darlaston with higher a higher proportion of owner-occupied 

dwellings.  the Black country route also borders the area 

running alongside walsall canal, separating it from industrial 

estates. 

7. daRlaSton Road

this area is similar to the Heath road character area.  it 

comprises a number of industrial estates including PDH, 

Bescot, woods Bank, and kings Hill Park industrial estates.  

Darlaston road and the Black country route offer good 

transport links.  to the north of the area, bordering kings Hill 

Park there is a more mixed area with residential and industrial 

land use.
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area anaLysis
this section reviews each of the character Areas 
and their strengths, weaknesses and opportunities

town centre, AsDA store sits next to king street

View down Franchise street showing the proximity of industry to 
residential . (covered in the station street character Area)
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1. HeatH Road
Description the Heath road area is located to the north 

of Darlaston just on the edge of the srA.  it 
comprises of large industrial units around 
willenhall road and Heath road.  the area is 
self enclosed with little other land use giving it a 
distinct character.  the walsall canal runs through 
the middle of the character area.  the area offers 
good transport links with the Black country route 
running through the area to the north, as well as 
good access to the m6 to the east.

Urban Form Area has a coarse grain with stand alone buildings 
(shed like industrial and retail) in space with little 
active frontage and poor enclosure of streets and 
spaces. the canal, railway and former railway 
route have contained development onto distinct 
sites.

socio-economic key employers in area: ZF lemforder and kebrell 
nuts and Bolts.

Property market Popular retail stores ikeA and tesco. Business 
north of Heath road thiving and in expanding 
sectors, especially gP Batteries, emr, Acerinox, 
Bradken. Vacant wincanton site refused planning 
permission for housing.

movement Access from north of Heath road and area to 
motorway constrianed by poor condition of rail 
and canal bridges. Public transport is also poor.

constraints intrusive highway infrastructure
Poor connectivity
environmental impact of industry
large land-take of car auctions and salvage, low 
employment density

opportunities reuse and restoration of heritage, such as Boat 
house pub and charles richards facade
reintroduce railway services to walsall-
wolverhampton line:
explore scope for tram/rail/rapid transit 
interchange
improve quality of accessibility and movement 
along the canal as link to walsall town centre
create extension of Victoria Park via linear park:
review opportunities to create new development
need to modernise business environment

ConSultation
one participant thought Darlaston was now 
a neighbourhood living in a town’s body.

Heavy trafficked and HgVs in the area

need to improve connections to the town 
centre and public transport

the metal base engineering industries still 
remain, as they clearly have a competitive 
advantage.  it is these businesses that can 
innovate, adapt and create value in the local 
economy.  Upskilling is required to support 
this advanced manufacturing sector.
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ConSultation

managed work space on Booth street is under-
utilised

Development at Darlaston green stalled, blights 
area

trees been lost at Darlaston green

2. Midland Road
Description the midland road character area lies between 

the rough Hay and Heath road character areas, 
but is isolated and clearly separate from both.  
the self enclosed area is largely residential. the 
walsall canal runs to the north of the area.

Urban Form made up of mostly detached houses laid out 
in a random street pattern, this self enclosed 
community is inward looking and has no 
interaction with midland road. A gated entrance 
to the residential estate from midland road 
specifically for emergency vehicles to gain entry to 
the estate, represents the difficult access, as there 
is only one road in.

socio-economic comparatively low claimant rates and high 
economic activity.
least deprived area in srF (imD 2007)

Property market Private housing area

movement cul-de-sac layout deters through movement
inward looking configuration ‘deadens’ north side 
of midland road gateway approach

constraints canal corridor and open space poorly animated
layout limits scope for change
Darlaston greens character is undermined by 
surrounding development and environment

opportunities ‘green wall’ treatment on midland road
Help with energy saving/generation to home 
owners
Possible reconfiguration of roundabout junction to 
give definition and enclosure to Darlaston green
canal corridor improvements
enhance innovation works incubator space
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ConSultation

good community spirit exists

the recreation ground on Hall street was 
mentioned several times as a much needed youth 

attraction, despite this the facility remains dormant, 
overgrown and partly vandalised 

“there is nothing for young people to do, so they 
cause mischief instead.”

“there is nothing to do in the area, no walks or 
gym facilities.”

“not enough Police presence in the 
area by day or night.”

3. RougH Hay
Description this predominantly residential area lies to the west 

of the town centre and has a distinct interwar 
residential character.  it includes rough Hay 
primary school, surgery a local centre of shops 
and Hall street recreation ground.  the residential 
area to the north, backs on to walsall canal.

Urban Form rough Hay consists mostly of semi-detached 
houses in a garden suburb style. the houses have 
benefited from decent homes but the amenity 
space and public realm (boundary treatments etc) 
is still poor affecting the image of the estate.

socio-economic High levels of social exclusion
low level of economic activity
Highest claimant count in the srF
Highest incapacity benefit rate
in 5% most deprived area (imD 2007)

Property market social housing has been improved to decent 
homes, but the wider environment has not.
the keep Persimmon 52 Houses and 18 
apartments currently being marketed and 
receiving kickstart funding from HAcA.

movement midland road and wolverhampton st carry 
significant volumes of traffic
residential streets have benefited from calming
Bus routes penetrate the area
Pavements are narrow, e.g. Hall st east
Pedestrian volumes high at school times

constraints canal is invisible from most of the area
Few development sites
Poor image
Under utilised recreation ground.
lack of youth facilities

opportunities Darlaston recreation ground can be a flagship 
facility
restoration of garden suburb character through 
street greening and public realm enhancements, 
this could change perceptions
canal corridor

good houses but room for environmental improvement
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4. town CentRe
Description this area comprises of the Darlaston District 

centre and the immediate surrounding area.  this 
includes mixed residential and some smaller 
industrial units.  

Urban Form the town centre is dominated by the AsDA store 
and its carpark, as well as the presence of st. 
lawrence way. large areas of land have little 
built form upon them so urban form is weak. 
the town hall, police station, post office, church 
street shops and st. lawrence’s church are 
strong Victorian buildings that create a pleasant 
backdrop for the street, despite being hidden from 
view from entering from the east.

socio-economic less deprived areas in the srF (imD 2007)

Property market low demand for retail space
Housing on crescent road in need of investment
there has been a trend in change of use from 
retail to other uses which do not always provide 
an active shopfront

movement traffic by-passes king street entirely
lack of linked trips from the AsDA
Acute lack of footfall on king street
Poor east-west permeability for pedestrians
Heavy traffic severence across Pinfold street has 
killed shops

constraints current format of AsDA store
Absence of attractors other than supermarket
severely degraded conservation area character on 
king st
tired and small format retail units on east side of 
king st
Heavily engineered traffic and parking 
infrastructure
lack of pedestrian circuits and poor gateways

AsDA

Victoria 
Park

opportunities investment in AsDA as chance to integrate 
with king street
redevelopment of former tower block site
Possible reconfiguration around the leys area
new connections east and west linking retail 
core to Victoria Park and station street
Future rapid transit and linear park green links
enhance Victoria Park as a central hub for 
people from all the communities of Darlaston.
Potential expansion of town hall’s role
redevelopment of round cinema site
Provide walsall college with outreach service

st lawrence way
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ConSultation

“salisbury Primary school building is in a poor 
state and there are lots of leaks when it rains.”

“A need for walsall college to have a greater 
presence to allow the businesses in the 
area an opportunity to harness local talent 
via apprenticeships and also to ensure that 
further education is promoted to the younger 
generation.”

5. Station StReet
Description this character area comprises of salisbury and 

kings Hill.  this is a mixed area with industrial 
uses located adjacent to residential estates and 
salisbury Jmi school in the north of the area.  in 
the south of the area is kings Hill Park and kings 
Hill Jmi school.  salisbury/kings Hill is an ethnic 
minority area with varied places of workshops in 
close proximity, including churches, mosques and 
a Hindu mandir.

Urban Form station street has the most complex urban form 
and perhaps embodies Darlaston’s urban form 
as a whole. streets range from differing periods 
but on the whole are well connected and consist 
of  well defined building lines some enhanced by 
mature trees. stark contrasts can be seen where 
large gritty industrial buildings sit side by side to 
residential houses and community buildings. the 
former railway to the north and Park lane to the 
east have restricted urban development.

socio-economic low levels of economic activity. contains some of 
higher claimant counts in Bentley and Darlaston 
north ward. comparitively poor performance of 
11 yr olds at salisbury primary school. contains 
area of 5% most deprived in england (imD 
2007) High percentage of population from ethnic 
background. (Asian/Asian British)

Property market mixture of housing types and ownership (wHg 
and Accord)

movement Poor condition of roads in places and difficult HgV 
access. Poor pedestrian crossings near school. 
Poor bus services also.

constraints Perceived safety issues at kings Hill Park
some conflict between residential and industrial 
uses
Poor pedestrian environment
lack of support for smes

opportunities remodel and open up and improve the park
s106 funds
scope out opportunities for central conferencing 
and training space.
Provide support for small businesses
improve highway+environment around station st.
redevelopment of vacant sites 
Potential showcase bus route along walsall rd.
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ConSultation

“there are too many groups of youths with 
poor behaviour. george rose Park is a 
haven for underage drinking and graffiti.”

“Don’t like the condition of the canal.”

“the potential loss of open green space.”

“the footpaths are badly in need of repair 
that at present they are dangerous”

6. geoRge RoSe PaRk
Description the george rose Park character area consists 

of the woods Bank residential area, Darlaston 
community school and george rose Park. the 
Black country route also borders the area running 
alongside walsall canal to the west as well as 
separating it from industrial estates beyond.

Urban Form similar to rough Hay this area consists mostly of 
semi-detached houses, but benefits from slightly 
less cul-de-sacs and a busier main street that 
carries through traffic and brings with it activity 
and life. george rose Park is the most significant 
space in the area and creates a buffer between 
the black country route and the residential area.

socio-economic comparatively poor performance of gcse 
attainment at Darlaston community science 
college. Falls within 10-15% of most deprived 
(imD 2007)

Property market interwar social housing (wHg) some Accord 
HA ownership and private housing. land off 
Heathfield lane west permission for 300 houses.

movement stafford rd onstreet parking can impact on bus 
and large vehicle movements. Potential bus 
showcase route along moxley rd. and Dangerfield 
lane.

constraints Potential impact of loss of open space through 
Academy.
environmental impact of Black country route
Under utilised open space around APUk site.

opportunities Darlaston Academy, educational and community 
benefits.
opportunity for new youth facilities in park and 
links to Hall st. recreation ground.
improve links to town centre.

george rose Park
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ConSultation

A major problem is people move out of 
Darlaston when they are trained. the 
neighbourhood is not a location of choice.

7. daRlaSton Road
Description this area is similar to the Heath road character 

area.  it comprises a number of industrial estates 
including PDH, Bescot, woods Bank, and kings 
Hill Park industrial estates.  Darlaston road and 
the Black country route offer good transport 
links.  to the north of the area, bordering kings Hill 
Park there is a more mixed area with residential 
and industrial land use.

Urban Form Darlaston road is lined by a mixture of empty 
offices, industrial units and differing types of 
housing. the general appearance is haphazard 
and creates an urban form that is neither one or 
the other. the significant presence of kings Hill 
Park is accommodated behind the housing to the 
east but suffers from a lack of natural surveillance 
as well as hidden and underwhelming entrances. 
south of the area the urban form is much more 
distinct with self-contained modern and clean 
industrial/commercial sheds

socio-economic Falls within area of 10-15% most deprived. (imD 
2007) High density of employment to east of 
Darlaston rd. (A&r vehicle services and PAl 
adhesive products)

Property market change of use from industrial and residential e.g. 
satchwell grange Bloor Homes scheme currently 
on site for 262 units and extant permission for 224 
units on servis site.

movement Potential bus showcase route along Darlaston rd.
Potential redesign of Darlaston road

constraints relocation of Huntley nesbitt evan from woods 
bank industrial estate. (loss of 150 employees)

opportunities Potential for further housing development.
improve approach and gateways to town centre 
along walsall road and Darlaston rd.
create better linkages east-west to town centre.

kings Hill Park
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